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TEACHING TIPS 
Screw model has 
advantages over 
inverted pyramid 
By Edward J. Smith 
University of Oklahoma 
Journalism students have been screwing 
up news stories for years. This ubiqui- 
tous tendency has generally been met 
with professorial scorn and correspond- 
ingly poor marks. 
However, times change and it’s now pos- 
sible, even probable, that a screwed up 
news story will gain the teacher’s favor 
and the all-important A. 
This change results when the tradition- 
al inverted pyramid news writing model 
is replaced by the screw model. The 
screw news writing model features more 
understandable and realistic attributes 
than the inverted pyramid and affords the 
professor and students opportunities to 
create untold numbers of puns, bad jokes 
and analogies that, at least, wake up 
sleepy classes and engage drifting minds. 
A second attribute of the screw model 
is that ir works and helps to explain the 
organization of news stories in a more 
practical way than the inverted pyramid. 
The screw model rejects the idea, in- 
herent in the inverted pyramid, that news 
story information is readily rankable with 
respect to importance. Any newsman who 
has sat through a five-hour, 10-agenda 
item city council meeting knows that often 
arbitrary selections are made of what 
items should be at the top and what items 
should be at the bottom of the story. Gen- 
erally, the idea that news story infor- 
mation is rankable by importance is in- 
defensible in practice. Obviously, in some 
stories major facts stand out, but in 
others they do not. But even in cases 
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where a few items of information are 
clearly of greater importance than others, 
somewhere along the continuum of items 
they begin to level out and exhibit approx- 
imately equal importance. 
The screw model acknowledges this 
reality. As shown in both Figure 1 and 
Figure 2, the screw model adopts a top 
portion of the inverted pyramid but then 
levels off along the shank of the screw. 
This leveing illustrates the likelihood 
that information will, in fact, reflect 
equal importance. The shank of the screw 
continues until clearly discernible minor 
details are evident. The dotted line sug- 
gests that more or fewer minor details 
may be used according to story and news- 
paper policy demands. The sloping threads 
of the screw suggest transitional features 
necessary in good news writing. 
These models illustrate two commonly 
used organizational schemes. The single 
feature lead model (Figure I )  describes 
a news story with a lead that emphasizes 
a single news feature. This feature is sup- 
ported by background, situational or ex- 
planatory information. In the case of a 
speech this would be the occasion and 
description of the speaker, if a meeting 
story it might be the “reasons” for the 
meeting and if a murder story it might 
be the murder tally for the town to date. 
Along the shank of the screw additional 
first feature details are discussed with 
new features and details following (with 
perhaps equal importance) to the point 
where clearly minor details are used. 
The multiple feature lead model (Fig- 
ure 2) illustrates a lead that features 
three items, the appropriate supportive 
information and then rapid return with 
details on the three featured items. Addi- 
tional features and details continue until 
minor details are used. 
Two spinoff attributes of the model’s 
use are the demands for the students t o  
clearly isolate and identify the separate 
features clearly in their minds and the 
stylistic freedom afforded by the ap- 
proach. 
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Before the student writers are able to 
“fill in” a model of this sort they must 
isolate and define the various features 
with wbich they will build the story. To 
do this they must spend time understand- 
ing the information they are writing about. 
If they are writing a speech story, for 
example, they must isolate some number 
of subjects, features, topics or themes 
that the speaker addressed before they 
can organize the story. The model sug- 
gests a pre-writing exercise in which 
these “themes” of the speaker’s are 
identified. Another pre-writing exercise 
plugs them into the model in various ways 
to determine how well they fit. 
This suggests the second spinoff attri- 
bute of stylistic freedom. If the features 
are of equal value (in most cases many 
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of them are), then what criteria are to be 
used in determining the order they are 
used? Generally, the answer can be style. 
That is, they should be organized in a 
way that makes the story flow best. They 
should be organized in a way that reads 
(and writes) comfortably and they should 
be organized logically so the reader most 
easily understands what is being said. 
In many journalism courses organiza- 
tional models are used just once. This 
is unfortunate because good models help 
students visualize how stories should and 
should not be structured. 
In the last weeks of a basic news writ- 
ing course, these models were used to 
illustrate how the teacher and the stu- 
dents organized a speech story. Stories, 
good ones and some not so good, were 
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compared with the models using an over- 
head projector. Asked to analyze repre- 
sentative stories flashed along side the 
models, students found fragmented fea- 
tures, minor details at the top of stories 
and lead features that were not supported 
or provided with detailed support. The 
teacher’s version suffered some but sur- 
vived the student’s evaluations. Models 
can be beneficially used throughout many 
writing courses to help students evaluate 
their own performance. 
Perhaps these models will help students 
screw up a few more news stories and 
make a few more As. 
Unit on business 
fills big gap 
in reporting class 
By Keith Shelton 
North Texas State University 
A Harris poll of college students a few 
years ago showed that 61 percent thought 
the profit motive was unnecessary and 
85 percent felt there was virtually no 
competition in big business. 
It also showed that 44 percent failed to 
see how wage-and-price controls limit 
personal freedom. 
Such lack of understanding in the aver- 
age student is bad enough. In a journalism 
student, it can be a yawning educational 
gap. Whether it is the sports writer who 
must write about the economics of sports, 
the religion writer who must write about 
charitable giving, the education writer 
who must talk about tax bases or the po- 
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litical writer trying to wade through cor- 
porate books looking for illegal contri- 
butions, today’s reporter, regardless of 
his field, needs to know a lot more about 
business and economics. 
Born out of my own efforts to design 
at least one SO-minute lecture on busi- 
ness for students in my newspaper re- 
porting and writing class was a 25-page 
summary of basic information. It has a 
seven-page appendix on “How to Read A 
Financial Report,” based on information 
from Merrill Lynch. 
The idea was not to make business 
writers out of my reporters, but to give 
them the basic information they will need 
to be journalists who are knowledgeable 
about the fundamentals of business, how a 
business is born, how it thrives or dies, 
how it works. 
I make no claim to expert knowledge in 
this field myself, which I found to be an 
advantage. I have never been a business 
writer full time, so-to a degree-I was 
educating myself. My only claim is that 
I have researched the area and have come 
up with what I think are the needed basics. 
Invaluable help was provided by A1 Alt- 
wegg, business editor of The D a l h  
Morning News, the New York Stock Ex- 
change, the Federal Reserve System, 
and other such sources. 
One thing I decided at the beginning 
was that this instruction should not be 
ideological-neither the ultraconservative 
view that the society exists to serve 
business nor the ultra-liberal view that 
all business exploits the people and is 
evil-should be allowed to intrude on the 
factual presentation. How the stock mar- 
ket works and the difference between puts 
and calls is not ideological and should 
not be allowed to scare the student who 
thinks you are trying to indoctrinate him. 
So, with the idea that this is what I 
think the journalism student in general, 
and not just the business journalism stu- 
dent, should know, and with the under- 
standing that the information should not be 
ideological, this is what I developed: 
Starting with “How A Business Works,” 
I developed five major areas-money and 
its history, the stock market and how it 
works, economic indicators, the govern- 
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